AGREEMENT FOR LOAN OF EQUIPMENT
This agreement, by and between  (equipment owner, hereinafter “Owner”) and


(agent[s] for the Assembly Hall Building Committee, Assembly Hall Committee,

congregation, Disaster Relief Committee, or Regional Building Committee borrowing the equipment, [name the AHBC, AHC,
congregation, DRC, or RBC:  ] hereinafter “Agent”), dated this  day of


, 20  , is for the use of the following equipment (hereinafter “Equipment”):



 .

(Circle the appropriate language where alternatives are set oﬀ by a slash [ / ] below.)
Owner agrees to loan, and Agent agrees on behalf of his Principal to borrow, the Equipment for use in the construction/
remodeling/renovation of the property located at





. The dates the

Equipment will be loaned are from  to  . Owner will deliver the Equipment to the Agent and unload the Equipment (if necessary) at the construction site and will pick up the Equipment at the construction site and load the
Equipment (if necessary) at the end date stated above. This agreement is void if the Owner ﬁnds it necessary to use his equipment during the above dates.
The Equipment is/is not equipped with a homing device.
The Equipment is/is not insured by Owner for theft.
The construction site will/will not be protected by the following: fence/lighting/guards during construction hours/guards during nonconstruction hours/other (specify):





Liability for theft will be undertaken by (check only one): Owner

.

/Agent  . The person checked will be responsible to pay

for replacement of the uninsured portion of stolen Equipment. (If “Agent” is checked, payment will be made by the entity he
represents.)
While loaned to Agent, the Equipment will be operated only by the following person(s): 


.

Agent will/will not reimburse Owner for the following during the time the Equipment is loaned to Agent: fuel/routine
maintenance/other (specify):



Equipment Owner:

Agent:

Signed:

Signed:

Name:





Address:



Name:

.





Address:







Phone:

Phone:

Fax:





E-mail:



Fax:





E-mail:



This agreement is not to be used in connection with equipment that is used and operated by a contractor or for rented or leased equipment that requires insurance. It is not necessary to send a copy of this agreement to the branch oﬃce.
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